Abstract-In this note, we discuss the shift retrieval problems, both classical and compressed, and provide connections between them using circulant matrices. We review the properties of circulant matrices necessary for our calculations and then show how shifts can be recovered from a single measurement.
I. SHIFT RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS
Consider the square circulant matrices defined as: (1) The matrix P ∈ R n×n denotes the orthonormal circulant matrix that circularly shifts a target vector c by one position, i.e., P = circ(e 2 ) where e 2 is the second vector of the standard basis of R n . Notice that P q−1 = circ(e q ) is also orthonormal circulant and denotes a cyclic shift by q − 1. The eigenvalue factorization of circulant matrices reads:
where F ∈ C n×n is the unitary Fourier matrix (F H F = FF H = I) and the diagonal σ = √ nFc, σ ∈ C n . The multiplication with F is equivalent to the application of the Fast Fourier Transform, i.e., Fc = FFT(c), while the multiplication with F H is equivalent to the inverse Fourier transform, i.e., F H c = IFFT(c). Both transforms are applied in O n log n time and memory.
Given two real-valued matrices X and Y, both n × N , an immediate application [1] , [2] of the eigenvalue factorization with the Fourier matrix is to the solution of the problem:
whose solution is given by 
A. Classic shift retrieval
Given two signals x, y ∈ R n assuming that y is a cyclic shift of x in order to find the shift amount we maximize the inner product: arg max
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The result follows directly from the factorization (2) by computing correlations between all cyclic shifts of x and the vector y as
If the two signals are circularly shifted version of each other (by the amount q − 1) then the result of this calculation is x 
B. A different perspective on the shift retrieval problem
In this section, we provide a different view on the classic shift retrieval problem and give the following main result. Result 1. We are given two signals x and y suh that there is a circular shift q between them, i.e., y = P q−1 x. Then:
Proof. Assuming that y = P q−1 x, and then y = P q−1−n x, with P = circ(e 2 ). We consider the problem
Use
F , where Σ = diag(σ), σ = Fe q (the q th column of the Fourier matrix). If we relax the constraint and allow P q−1 to be any circulant matrix, to minimize the Frobenius norm, as the special case of (3) for N = 1, we have σ i =ỹ i /x i ,x i = 0, and Fe q =ỹ⊘x.
The assumption thatx i = 0 seems restrictive (and is missing in (6)). We do not need to apply the inverse Fourier transform but instead compute only σ i wherex i = 0 and by inspection of all columns of F on the rows where this quantity was computed we find the shift q. Notice that σ 1 and σ n 2 +1 when n is even are {±1} for all columns j and thus they cannot provide an unambiguous answer, on the other hand, in the best case scenario, we would need to compute a single σ i . This reduces the complexity of the shift retrieval problem to O n , as also observed for the compressive shift retrieval result [3] which is discussed in the next subsection. Generally, when y = αP q−1 x + β1 where α, β ∈ R then IFFT(ỹ⊘x) = αe q +(β/ i x i ) 1, 1 ∈ R n is the ones vector. Remark 1 (Connection to the classical circular crosscorrelation theorem). We can rewrite (7) as:
where |FFT(x)| 2 computes the square absolute values of each element of the Fourier transform of x. Notice that (7) represents a weighted variant of (6). If the two signals x and y are shifted versions of each other then (6) and (7) provide the same answer. If this is not the case, or the signals are noisy, then (7) seems a weaker result in general since the minimizer P q−1 in (8) might no longer have P = circ(e 2 ), but some other circulant matrix that minimizes (8). Of course, in this high noise case we might not be able to interpret that the signals are shifted versions of each other. The circulant cross-correlation theorem does not have this feature as it will always provide the maximum correlation between the signal and is indifferent if there is any shift property between the two signals. Remark 2 (Calculation of the circular shift from one measurement). Notice that (7) is equivalent to:
where f q is the q th column of the Fourier matrix F. This means that we can find the shift by computing a single entryỹ i /x i and then inspecting the entries of only the i th column of the Fourier matrix.
C. The compressive shift retrieval problem
Recently, the compressive shift retrieval problem has been introduced [3] , [4] . Define the sensing matrix A ∈ C m×n , m ≤ n, and the compressed measurement signals z = Ay ∈ C m and v = Ax ∈ C m . Assuming that y is a cyclic shift of x, the goal is to determine the shift from z and v. Similarly to (5), consider the test (Corollary 2 in [4] ): 
recovers the true shift if there exists p ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that x kp = 0 (the k th p coefficient of the Fourier transform of x) and {1, . . . , n − 1} kp n contains no integers. The set
contains the indices of the rows contained in the partial Fourier matrix A. Following [4, Theorem 1], we assume that the sensing matrix A obeys: A H AP q−1 = P q−1 A H A, ∃ α ∈ R such that αAA H = I and all columns of Acirc(x) are different so that there is no shift ambiguity in the measurements.
The compressive shift retrieval result is partly based on the fact that
H ΣF where the diagonal Σ contains {0, 1} with ones on the positions where the rows of the Fourier matrix are selected (K). Notice that A H A is a circulant and thus it commutes with P q−1 -they have the same eigenspace. Also, given a set K of indices, we define the operation (a) K = b for vectors a ∈ C n , b ∈ C m , m ≤ n, as attributing values b in positions K of a, leaving the rest ({1, 2, . . . , n}\K) to zero.
Result 2 (Circulant compressive shift retrieval with a proof based on circulant matrices). Given z = Ay and v = Ax where y = P q−1 x, assuming v i = 0, i = 1, . . . , m then:
